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Global and SA Trends 

 
Ciatti Global Market Report March 2022 

The Southern Hemisphere harvests are in full swing and crop-size expectations vary from country to 
country: Argentina (frost damage, hailstorms), Chile (drought) and Australia (La Niña) are expecting 
smaller crops versus 2021, South Africa a crop in line with or just down from last year’s, with New 
Zealand’s bouncing back after 2021’s short output.  
 
Southern Hemisphere bulk prices are – broadly speaking – trending upward due to a number of 
factors, each of which apply in some or all of the supplier countries: low or negligible carryover of 
white wines going into the new vintage; expectations of a shorter 2022 crop; inflationary pressure. 
Some price rises are modest, such as the 5-8% increase between vintages on South Africa’s good-
quality varietal whites (despite strong demand), while others are more noticeable: Argentina’s prices 
have in March risen by an average of USD0.20/ litre across the board following serious February 
hailstorms, as well as a domestic 12-month inflation rate of 50%.  
 
The consequence is a disparity in pricing expectations between buyer and seller that will likely lead 
to more shorter-term transactions.  
 
Unseasonably dry winters in California, La Mancha, the Languedoc and northern Italy have raised 
question marks over their 2022 crops. It’s very early days but 2022’s global wine output seems 
unlikely to be bumper, but the economic headwinds businesses and consumers are going to face 
through the year are likely to be a drag on consumer demand anyway.  
Source: Ciatti 
 
 
Global Trends - Wine Industry Key Elements 

 
The myth of sustainable agriculture 

By Petri de Beer  
 
Considering the notion that agriculture is an inherently destructive endeavour, 'sustainable 
agriculture' will always be just a dream.  
 
There is no such thing as sustainability.  
 
Agriculture is inherently a destructive endeavour. You are breaking down an established complex 
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system to rebuild it into a system that you feel accomplishes some set goal.  
 
We should not think of agriculture as sustainable at all. We should rather consider better agricultural 
practices as a way to slow down the damage we cause to a level, that we can all agree, as 
acceptable. Even if it isn't ideal.  
 
The truth is, agriculture is an enterprise of production that introduces foreign fauna and flora and 
which also removes vast amounts of matter/energy from a system in the form of harvests. This 
means that a farming system can never even come close to sustainable, because you will always deal 
with an energy deficit in your system. No matter what you do to try and change this.  
Click here to read more 
 
 
A new economic divide will fragment the retail landscape of 2022 

In today’s landscape, consumer circumstances, mindsets, and priorities are vastly different. The new 
economic divide is wide, and there is a deep need for companies to understand this new terrain.  
 
‘What does the new consumer landscape look like?’  
 
The disruptions that shoppers have weathered have forced them to re-evaluate what matters to 
them, and they’re seeking out brands and retailers that can react to their changed needs with agility. 
Their shopping habits this year will be most impacted by the significant economic divide that has 
been a hallmark of their experiences to date.  
 
NielsenIQ looks at consumers within five separate groups, each shaped by their unique 
circumstances and approach to endemic living:  
• 23% are Strugglers – Experienced financial insecurity during COVID-19, which continues today.  
• 21% are Rebounders – Experienced financial insecurity during COVID-19 but are back on track 
today.  
• 38% are Cautious – No impact on financial security but remain cautious with spending.  
• 12% are Unchanged – No impact on security and continued to spend normally.  
• 6% are Thrivers – Saved money during COVID-19 and feel more financially secure than prior to the 
onset of the pandemic.  
Click here to read more 
 
 
French organic wine production increases 22% 

As more and more French consumers look to buy organic, production of organic wine in France is 
increasing and more vineyards are turning to the practice.  
Click here to read more 
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